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The Council  is planning a quiet but busy summer.
Quiet because Rosario has headed back to the Silk
Road at Dunhuang. He is on a working vacation,
doing editorial and translation work for the Fourth
Conference of Contemporary Dunhuang Studies
during the 100th Anniversary of Dunhuang Studies
which started when the Library Cave was discovered
and promptly looted by foreign devils. He is exploring
back mountain temples when t ime permits. So this is
a very exciting opportunity for him.

Busy because Molly and Shawn are re-organizing the
office and database during this time and also working
on an ambitious lecture series for the fall and winter.
Then there is the ubiquitous auction, which we are
planning tO get a head start on.

Mummies of Ghinese Turkestan
Elizabeth Wayland Barber

"Mummies are always a draw." This according to Paul
Barber husband of Dr. Elizabeth Wayland Barber who
gave a talk entitled "The Mummies of Chinese
Turkestan" Wednesday, April 19, 2000 at the Portland
Art Museum. A sold out crowd filled the Whitsell
Auditorium and listened to a fascinating presentation
of migration, textiles, and language from as long ago
as 4000 BC. Barber related how she used the
exquisitely preserved cloth and remnants of the
language to solve the mystery of how and why there
were caucasoid mummies in the land of China so long
ago.

Dr. Barber who has a Ph.D. from Yale University and
teaches at Occidental College has spent years
researching ancient textiles, pictures and carvings of
clothes, and representations of how they were
produced mostly in the Mediterranean region; she is
one of the world's foremost experts on ancient textiles.
ln 1995 when Victor Mair studied the mummies in
Urumchi, China he asked Dr. Barber to come and lend
her expertise by studying the textiles. Many were
woven wool plaids that looked Celtic, not Chinese.
She ascertained that the Celts and this group had
inhabited the Middle East and one group had gone
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West and the other East. The East group had died
out but the West group had finally ended up in lreland.
She based her conclusions on the cloth and its
patterns and language groups. Listening to her was
like having a 4,000-year-old mystery solved before
your eyes, and for most of that time no one even
realized there was a mystery.

On April 20 Dr. Barber lectured for the Portland
Handweavers Guild scheduled meeting at the Tabor
Heights United Methodist Church. The talk was
entitled "The World's Oldest Textiles" and addressed
such topics as how weaving began, patterns, and
different material used. Before the Industrial
Revolution weaving was one of the most time
consuming adtivities of the household and one where
skill and artistry were cultivated and appreciated.
Barber discussed how weaving influenced culture and
civilization. The church was filled almost to capacity
and everyone was delighted to have the opportunity
of listening to the talk.

These two talks were co-sponsored by the Northwest
China Council, the Portland Art Museum, the Portland
Handweavers Guild, and Sarah Auker with support
from Oregon College of Art and Craft, PSU Friends of
History, Por:tland Area Rug Society, Shelley Wong
Kamikawa, and Bruce and Gloria Wong.

Asian Heritage Fair

Friday, May 26 the Oregon Commission on Asian
Affairs held a festival to celebrate Asian Pacific
American Heritage Month in Pioneer Courthouse
Square. The China Council participated by having a
booth, which had information about the China Council
and sold T-shirts, cards, and other China Council
items. Many people dropped. by including Mr. Tom
who stayed and helped along with Willow Zheng,
Antonia Aglialoro, and Marcia Weinstein. lt only
showered once and did not get too cold.
Performances on the stage included dances, martial



arts, music and song from the Cambodian, Chinese,
Fil ipino, lranian, Laotian, Nepalese, Samoan, and
Vietnamese communities. There were food vendors,
merchants, and community service organizations that
presented Asian food, sold art, distributed community.
information, and recruited for job openings.

Many people attended and everyone seemed to be
having fun in a very multi-cultural setting.

May CBN
Leslie and Tom Atiyeh

The May China Business Network luncheon was also
a birthday party. Leslie and Tom Atiyeh presented the
history of the Atiyeh family's rug business. lt was
fascinating to learn about how the family business
started in Syria, moved to lran, and then to China and
now is considering moving some of its business back
to lran. In China the weavers are mainly women and
in the Middle East they are men. The patterns are
specialAtiyeh Kerman patterns developed by one of
their early designers. While transportation and
lighting are easier the actual weaving is done as it
always has been by hand knot by knot.

It was also Tom's birthday. The China Council rose to
the occasion: Willow Zheng decorated a cake like a
Persian carpet. (She should go into cake decoration.)

Many thanks to InFocus for the use of a digital
projector.

Taiwanese ldentity
Layered Depths

Professor Wendy Larson kicked off "An Unfolding
Horizon: the Films of Hou Hsiao-hsien", a
retrospective of the Taiwanese director, with a lecture
which explored identity issues in Taiwan, a recurring
theme for Mr. Hou. The event, co-sponsored by the
Northwest China Council, the Northwest Film Center,
the Center for Asian and Pacific Studies. and the

Freeman Foundation, was Friday, May 12,2000
before Flowers of Shanghai, the first movie of the
series. This series also included Goodbye Soufh,
Goodbye; A City of Sadness; The Puppet Masten
Good Men, Good Women; ATime To Live, ATime To
Die; and Dust ln The Wind. Professor Larson teaches
East Asian literature at the University of Oregon, and
studies film. She explored issues and themes which
are part of Hou's work, especially what it means to be
Taiwanese; idealized rural life juxtaposed with city life;
and how the present emerges from history. At least
fifty people attended and the question time produced
a lively discussion. The food was tasty. All in all it
was a very enjoyable and thought provoking evening.

Below are two reactions to the film Flowers
of Shanghai.

Although filmed in an exquisite setting, with beautiful
people, and even more beautiful clothes, Flowers of
Shanghailacked one of the most important aspects of
any film: emotion. Superb acting and high film quality
can never make up for depthless characters and even
more depthless fi lmmaking.

-Brian Auker

My first thought on seeing Flowers of Shanghaiwas
that lhe film may not win many admirers here.
Although I did sense some tedium in the short
vignettes, each of which faded only to be replaced by
another, I also found some interest in Hou's attempt to
reproduce the novelistic structure. Traditional
Chinese fiction is not organized by a plot which
moves through a building story into a crisis-climax
and eventual resolution, all drawing us in through in-
depth portrayals of characters and their inner minds.
Rather, it is episodic and shows the surface of social
relations, sometimes evoking a cosmic structure
.underneath human life. Characters may come in and
out, or disappear from the story entirely, leaving the
western reader wondering what is going on.

Flowers is true to this vision, in the process rejecting
an idea of deep psychology as the way to understand
humans in society. Hou has carved out for us a
narrow but pervasive slice: the extremely limited
context of the brothel and its ever-appearing banquet
table with noisy male patrons reiterating mindless
drinking games ad nauseum, with the women
standing or sitting behind the men more or less
passively, yet exerting passionate control in one.on-
one interactions. The fact that relationships, no
matter how personal, are ritualistically negotiated
through the brothel representatives, the extreme
attention paid to the importance of saying the right
thing in the right way, and the camera's focus on
characters' blank expressions all spoke to Hou
hammering away at this socialworld, elevating its
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importance as he implies that these kinds of
interactions are what life is all about. Many small
scenes contributed to my overall impressions of a
leveling of power between the women and the men,
the owner and the brothel women, the servants and
the served. This leveling, along with the dense and
repetitive inside sets, gave me the feeling that this
was a squashed universe where the same things
happen over and over and are given a bit of interest
by tiny differences, almost bumps as we travel along
identical oaths.

After viewing this film, I am left with many unanswered
but provocative questions. I find it hard to believe that
Hou, with his sensitivity to language, did not purposely
choose actors who spoke terrible Shanghainese, as
some native speakers of the language told me was
the case. Surely be must know that these grating
accents would be noticed - or does he not care, or
did he do this on purpose? And what does it mean
that Hou, with his past insistence on delving into
Taiwanese culture, language, and politics, now has
turned to a 1O0-year old novel that has nothing to do
with Taiwan?

-Wendy Larson

Ghina Council Fall Lecture Series
Balancing Heaven and Earth
China's Quest for Stability

The Council is developing a series of lectures
focusing on the forces within China which could lead
to destabilization: the millions of floating workers, the
environment, the economy as it changes from state-
run to private, and the pressures caused by cross-
Strait relations and minority populations in the West
and Tibet.

Seth Faison of The New York Times will speak at the'
Annual Meeting Wednesday, September 27. The
lecture is entitled: "Covering China: ls the News Media
Wrong All the Time?" Xiaobo Lu of Cornell University
will lecture either Thursday or Friday, October 26 or
27:with "Not Everyone ls Taking Off: Chinese
Peasants in the Era of Reform." Economist Barry
Naughton's title is "China's Economic Reform:
Consequences and Casualties." This will be an early
evening series.

The Council has also applied for a grant to help fund
this series and if we get the grant we can go further a
field in looking for speakers.
Watch for the next Quarferly or call for more news.

Auction - Help Now

As you clean out your attic or basement or drawers
and come upon treasures, especially relating to

China, which you no longer need the Councilwill be
glad to take them for the Auction: books, art, jewelry,
clothes, anything to help us raise money. We already
have the date, February 10, 2001; the place, Great
China Seafood; and the auctioneer, Bob Ginsberg will
come back. Yay!!! Yay!!!

Noodle Night, the Sequel

After the third Noodle Night in the tradition of George
Lucas the China Council will have Noodle Night, the
Prequel but until we build up our tradition we must be
content with Noodle Night, the Sequel. Join hungry
noodle lovers and.have dinner together. We have
asked the chef to give another noodle making
demonstration and if he does we are hoping to eat
those noodles. So join us for good food and fun.
Where: Mandarin House, 2nd floor,
50 SW 2nd Avenue, Portland
When: Thursday, July 20, 2000, 6 PM
Cost: $15 to members and non-members, so bring all your
friends
Reservations and information: China Council. 503 973-5451

China Gounci l  Reading Glub

The China Council is organizing a Reading Club. Of
course we will be reading books that have something,
anything to do with China. Marcia Weinstein has
arbitrarily chosen The Binding Chair On AVisit
From the Foot Emancipation Society by Kathryn
Harrison for the first meeting. We can then decide on
books, times, places, themes, or non-themes for
future meetings. In this novel, a Chinese woman and
her Western niece each labor under cultural strictures.
The Binding Chair received a very good review in the
Sunday, May 21 New York Times Book Review; not
only good but intriguing, by Claire Messud. The
review included "The Binding Chair is an intricately
patterned novel. In its sidelong anecdotes and minor
characters as much as in its central ones, it explores
the theme of brutality against women, of their
crippling. (This is traced in all its metaphorical
possibilities and illuminates the way that women, as
much as and sometimes more than men, are
culpable.)" There are 14 copies at the library so the
waiting list should stay quite short or it is in
bookstores everywhere. lt was published by Random
House and costs $24.95. So start your summer
reading and join us for food and fun, as well as
intellectual stimulation.

Where: Good Day Restaurant, 312 NW Couch
When: Thursday, August 10, 2000; 6 PM
Cost: $15, members may occasionally bring guests, like from
out of town.
Reservations and information: Call the Northwest China
Council at 503 973-5451
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Silk Road Arts Tour

Two lFs:As you read this ffthere is time to get a
Chinese visa and ffthere is room on the tour and you
want to join our Silk Road Tour call the China Council
to find out about the /Fs. We can add people through
July '1Sth and in all probability we can add untilAugust
1, but there is no guarantee that you would fly United
Airlines with the group. Also there may be added
charges to rush the visa processing. This should be a
fun and interesting tour. The leaders are Rosario
Aglialoro and Willow Zheng who both have experience
in China and in that area of China in particular. Call
503 973-5451 for information and a brochure and see
the detailed itinerary with pictures on our web site
www.expo rtoregon.orgi nwch i na/si I kroad. htm l.

And keep in mind The China Council is going to be
hanging a4 exhibition of Chinese Peasant Paintings
from Pixian at the Central Library in Downtown
Portland. lt will open November 4, opening party
November 9, Rosario Aglialoro will give a talk with
slides November 16, and the exhibition will be open
through January 3, 2001.

Children's Craft Fair

Mark your calendarfor Saturday, December 2,2000
for the China Council's second Children's Craft Day.
Last year's was so much fun we are doing it again this
year. The craft projects can turn into holiday presents
for that special person.

lnternational School Summer lmmersion
Program
Japanese, Chinese, and Spanish

The International School offers a summer of fun while
learning Spanish, Japanese or Chinese. Children
discover the culture of their target language through
singing; reading; drama; arts and crafts; and games.
OMSI visits the school every week and there is
swimming. lncludes English, Math, and Science.
There are four two week sessions; half days: I AM-12
noon for 3-5 year olds, whole days: 8 AM-4 PM for 3-
10 year olds.
When and cost:
Session One: June 26-July 7; half day, $248.00; whole day,
$338.00, (less due to no class July 4)
Session Two: July 10-July 21:hali day, $275.00;whole day,
$375.00
Session Three: July 24-August 4; half day, $275.00; whole day,
$375.00
Session Four: August 7-August 18; half day, $275.00; whole
dav, $azs

Where: The International School, 025 SW Sherman Street,
Portland OR 97201
Reservations and information: Call The International School
a1503 226-2496

Chinese Service Center's
Summer Gultural Camp

Our summer cultural camp is designed to introduce
different aspects of traditional Chinese Culture in
Mandarin Chinese. The camp is designed for children
from two and a half to five years old. History stories
will teach children about their Chinese heritage.
Activities are based on weekly themes.
When: July 11, 2000-August 10, 2000; Tuesday, Wednesday,
Thursday, 9 AM-1 PM
Where: St. Mark's Lutheran Church, 5415 SE Powell Blvd.,
Portland OR 97206
Gost: $360.00 per child for f ive weeks, or $80.00 per child per
week
Reservations and information: Call the Chinese Service
Center at503 872-8822

One With Heart
Mother/Daughter Self Defense Workshop

A powerful and practicalworkshop taught by
Katherine White, a mother and certified women's self
defense instructor. Workshop participants will
practice physical and verbal self-defense skills in a
supportive environ ment.
When: Saturday, July 15, 2000, 10:30 AM-2:00 PM
Where: One With Heart Physical Fitness With Purpose
4231 SE Hawthorne Blvd., Portland OR 97215
Gost: $35.00 for one mother and daughter, and $5.00 for
additional daughter or daughter's friend
Registration and information: Call One With Heart at 503
231 -1 999

China Counci l
Noodle Night, The Sequel

Join fellow noodle lovers for food and fun. See China
Council Neuys for details.
When: July 20, 2000; 6 PM
Where: Mandarin House, 2nd floor 50 SW 2nd Avenue,
Portland OR
Cost: $15 members and non-members, so bring people
Registration and information: Call the China Council at 503
973-5451

Seattle Premier
They Seryed With Pride
Sponsored by: Organization of Chinese
Americans, Seattle Chapter; Cathay Post #186 of
the American Legion; Wing Luke Asian Museum;
and the University of Washington Asian Student
Commission
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Join filmmaker Montgomery Hom in honoring Chinese
American veterans from the Seattle area in this
premier Northwest screening of the acclaimed
documentary They Served With Pride. This film retells
the experiences on the frontlines and on the home
front capturing the struggle, hardship, and
discrimination against Chinese American veterans
during World War l l .
When: Saturday, July22;2000; 1:30-3:30 PM
Where: HUB Auditorium, University of Washington campus
Cost: Free
f nformation: Call Van Diep at 206 623-5124 x 110

Yang Cheng Fu T'ai Ghuan Genter's
Summer Seminar 2000
with Masters Yang Zhenduo and Yang Jun

Hand Form: the Traditional Fong Form (103) is the
focus of this four-day session. T'ai Chi students
beginning to advanced will have the rare opportunity
to examine the complete sequence, formalized in the
1930's by Yang Chengfu, as taught by his son, Yang
Zhenduo.
When: August 5-8, 2000; 8:30-11:30 AM and 3-5:30 PM
Where: Reed College, 3203 SE Woodstock Blvd.,
Gym 1 of the Sports Center
Cost: $320.00

Sword Form'. the 67-posture sword form of the Yang
Family is complex, with elegant motions and heroic
end positions. Intermediate to advanced students will
have a challenging three days to explore this form.
When: August 9-11, 2000;8:30-11 :30 AM
and 3-5:30 PM
Where: Reed College, 3203 SE Woodstock Blvd.,
Gym 1 of the Sports Center
Cost: $240.00
Registration and information: Call Dave Barrett at 503 357-
89 1 7 ; dave@yangfamilytaichi.com

Northwest China Council
Reading Glub

The China Council is starting a Reading Club, of
course featuring books with some type of China
theme. At the first meeting we will discuss parameters
if any. Marcia Weinstein chose The Binding Chair Or,
a Visit From the Foot Emancipation Society by
Kathryn Harrison as the book to discuss at the first
meeting. See China CouncilNeuvs for details.
When: August 10, 2000; 6 PM
Where: Good Day Restaurant, 312 NW Couch
Portland OR 97209
Cost: $15.00. for China Council members and the occasional
out of town guest
Reservations and information: Call the China Council at 503
973-5451

Study in China
Oregon Gollege of Oriental Medicine
(ocoM)

Clinical study for practitioners of Traditional Chinese
Medicine.
When: August 23-September 23,2000
Where: Nanjing University of Traditional Chinese Medicine
Nanjing, China
Cost: $3950.00, includes round trip from Portland OR
Reservations and information: Call OCOM at 503 253-3443
x 111

Chinese Service Center's
Yu Miao Ghinese lmmersion Preschool

Our preschool is to provide activities in a nurturing
and caring environment using Mandarin Chinese.
Through Chinese children's songs, stories, folk
dances, arts and crafts children will become familiar
with Chinese customs and culture. The program is
designed for children from two and a half to five years
old.
When: Beginning September 5, 2000; Tuesday, Wednesday,
Thursday, 9 AM-1 PM
Where: St. Mark's Lutheran Church,
5415 SE Powell Blvd., Portland OR 97206
Cost: $240.00 per child per month
Reservations and information: Call the Chinese Service
Center at503 872-8822

Ghinese Conversation
Beginning Mandarin

Portland Community College is offering beginning
Mandarin conversation; taught by Lina Lu who is a
native speaker of Mandarin.
When: September 26-November 28, Tuesdays 7-9 PM
Where: Jackson Middle School,
'10625 SW 35th Street. Portland
Cost: Tuition $60.00 Fee: $10.00
Text: New Chinese 300
Reservations and information: Call Portland Community
College at 503 731-6650

18th National Gatholic China Conference
"Christianity in China: Growing on Holy Ground"

Sponsored by U.S. Catholic China Bureau this
conference includes lectures, topical workshops,
panel discussions, featuring Keynote Lecture by
Nicholas Standaert, SJ, Chinese Studies Department,
Catholic University at Leuven, Belgium; and Cultural
Evening/Public Address by Dr. Paul Rule, Director of
Religious Studies, University of Latrobe, Australia.
When: November 10-12, 2000; Lunchtime Friday to Lunchtime
Sunday
Where: Historic Harper's Ferry, West Virginia, accessible from
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Northwest China Council Classes
Our classes are small (5-8 students) to insure all students ample participation time. All classes are taught by
native speakers and are held in downtown Portland at our ofiice in China Town. If you are not sure which level
class you fit into, please feel free to call us for help!

Pre-registration is required. FuIl payment is due before first class.
Nonrefundable cancellation fee: $30 for eight week classes - $15 for four week classes.

Beginning Mandarin I (Eight weeks)
Thursdays, July 13 through Aug 31, 7:00-9:00 PM: Leam basic pronunciation and conversation skills. Introduces
character writing and reading. Taught by Tong Kai. Text: Practical Chinese Reader L Cost: $120 (non-members $160f)
does not include cost ofbook

Beginning Mandarin II (Eight weeks)
Tuesdays, July l l through Aug 29, 7:00-9:00 PM: Refresh or advance your beginner level skills. Students should have
some experience with Mandaria but are not at the Beginning Intermediate level. Class will emphasize conversational
skills, but also include work with character reading and writing. Taught by Tong Kai. Text: Practical Chinese Reader I.
Cost: $120 (non-members $160$) does not include cost of boolc

Beginning Intermediate Mandarin (Four weeks)
Wednesdays, July 12 through Aug 2, 7:00-9:00 PM: Students should have some experience with speaking and reading
Mandarin. Class will emphasize work with character reading and writing, but also include conversational skills. Taught
by Willow Zheng. Text: Integrated Chinese. Cost: $60 (non-members $100t) does not include cost of books.

Chinese TV rnd Print News (Eight weeks)
Mondays, July l0 through Aug 28, 7:00-9:00 PM: For advanced Mandarin students-designed to develop listening
comprehension and to enlarge vocabulary. Broadcasts and articles will be used as a basis for discussions on topics such as
politics, economics, sports, and culture. Taught by Meiru Liu. Text, if any, will be decided by teacher and students at
first class. Cost: $130 (non-members $170f) does not include cost of bools or tapes if used.

fThis cost includes $40 for a one-year individual membership in the China Council. Family membership is available at $45.

r r r Please call for infomation conceming book and tape or materials purchace for first clas$ r r r

Please send registation form with payment to: l[W China Council
102 IYW 4n Avenue
Portland, OR 97209
Phone: (503) 9715451
Fax: (503) 97$5431

Registration Form

Name(s)

Address

Phone Fax\Email

Please register melus for the following:

Beginning Mandarin I ($120*/$160*)

Beginning Mandarin II ($120*/$ 160*)

Beginning Intemediate Mandarin ($60r/$100r)

Chinese TV and Print News ($130*/$170*)

'Cancellations for classes must be made by end of first class for refund. ($30 for eight week - $15 for four week is nonrefundable)



BaltimoreMashington DC area
Gost: Estimated $300.00, including registration, accommoda-
tion, and meals
Reservations and information: U.S. Catholic China Bureau,
Seton Hall University, South Orange, NJ 07079; 973763-1131,
fax 973 763-1543, E-mail chinabur@shu.edu

Moves in Chinatown

Portland's Oldtown-Chinatown district is taking on a
new look in the Year 2000. New buildings with
housing and businesses already are open along Fifth
Avenue between Davis and Flanders, and old
structures on Fourth Avenue between Flanders and
Glisan, are giving way to new developments.

The Portland Fish Company on Everett between Third
and Fourth Avenues is planning to relocate, making
choice property available right across from the
Classical Chinese Garden. The Port of Portland
structure, completed last fall, already anchors the
district on Everett adjacent to the MAX light rail and
overlooking the Garden.

Besides Chinatown in downtown Portland, Chinese
restaurants, bakeries, and grocery stores are growing
in Southeast Portland along SE B2"d Avenue and
Division Street and points south, reflecting the growth
of Chinese residents on the city's greater east side.
The Chinese Service Center and several Chinese
Christian churches are also located in the vicinity.

Student Exchange

As part of the Portland-Suzhou Sister City exchange
program, a group of 24 students, teachers, and
advisers visited the Rose City for 10 days in May. The
Chinese students, from 6th to 11th grades at one of
Suzhou's "magnet" schools, were able to interact with
their Portland counterparts with both sides
appreciating each other's culture. The Portland-
Suzhou program has been working on a visit from
China to the US for eight years.
The Sister City arrangement is now 12 years old,
creating cultural and economic ties between Portland
and Suzhou, such as the Classical Chinese Garden
and the student exchange program. Suzhou is a city
about 50 miles west of Shanghai.

Awards for Students

Several Portland high school students of Chinese
ancestry were awarded scholarships this spring by the
Chinese American Citizens Alliance (CACA) and the

Chinese Consolidated Benevolent Association
(CCBA), an annual project of both organizations.

Dragon Boats and Rose Festival

At the Portland Rose Festival in early June, the
Portland-Kaoshiung Sister City Association's dragon
boat races were held on June 10-11 near the River
Place Marina and Tom McCallWaterfront Park. For
the Grand Floral Parade, Kaoshiung's Golden
Dragon float won the Mayor's Award for best display
of mechanical animation; and the Shu-Te al l-gir ls
commercial high school band and dance team
placed first among out-of-state bands. Shu-Te and
Portland's David Douglas High School also have an
ongoing exchange program.

Chinese/English School

WOAI Mandarin lmmersion Program, Woodstock
Elementary School

There are a couple of openings in the Kindergarten
Class in this program for Fall  2000. Child must be
five years old by September 1, 2000. This is a 50/50
model of English and Mandarin each day.

Call the school at 503 916-6380 for more
information.

Garden Opening in September

September is the month scheduled for the opening of
the Classical Chinese Garden according to Cheryl
Tonkin the Executive Director of the Garden. She
also said the Garden is looking for docents and
guides. Training is being set up for this summer. l f
you are interested in gardens and in the Classical
Chinese Garden and want to be a guide please call
the Garden at228-8131.



China lmmersion Day
Holocaust Memorial Week OSU

During the Holocaust Memorial Week 2000 (April 29-
May 6) at Oregon State University, May 3 was
designated as a Day of lmmersion: China, 1931-
1945. This is the first time that the holocaust
memorial at OSU included events that took place
outside Europe. The day's program included a
photograph exhibition on atrocities in China during the
Japanese occupation, and lectures by Eugene Wei
and Abraham Cooper. Wei is a member of the board
of directors of the California-based Alliance for
Preserving the Truth of the Sino-Japanese War.
Rabbi Cooper is associate dean of the Wiesenthal
Center in Los Angeles.

The topic of Wei's talk was "Catastrophe in China,
1931-1945", which focused on the Rape of Nanking,
Japanese army unit 731, and the "comfort women."
Rabbi Cooper based his talk on the interviews he
conducted with a former member of Unit 731. and the
issues he raised with a delegation from the Japanese
Diet.

Of the three events, the photograph exhibition was the
best attended. On display were fifty-five black and
white photographs with accompanying texts in
Chinese and English. Since many OSU students do
not know what happened in China during the
Japanese occupation, these photographs were a
powerful instrument to raise awareness.

World Affairs Gouncil
50th Anniversary Speaker Series

On October 2,2000 President Mikhail Gorbachev will
be the first speaker for the World Affairs Council's 50th
Anniversary Speaker Series. Also included are Dr.
Henry Kissinger, on December 1, 2000; Queen Noor
of Jordan on February 2,2001; and His Holiness the
Dalai Lama on May 15,2001. Tickets are available
through the World Affairs Council at 503 274-7488.
When you order tickets, please state that you learned
about the 50th Anniversary Speaker Series through
the Northwest China Council. When you make that
statement, the China Council will receive a percent of
the ticket sales.

When I Was in Portland after I "retired" from the China
Council, it seemed like my life was easily filled by
things Chinese, with the Northwest China Council

being responsible for much of that. Here, in New York
City, where I've been since mid-November, I have
enjoyed being not so Sinophilic, broadening my
education a bit to include medieval art, modern
sculpture, Broadway plays, Central Park birding,
lectures at the 92nd St. Y music at Symphony Space.

But, China is big here too, and New York offers a
huge varie$ of activities for someone like me, many
of which I haven't even explored. Here's only a
sampling of what I've found. Three great
organizations are here: China Institute in America, the
oldest and most comprehensive China organization in
the country, where I've attended many lectures on
Chinese history and art, and drop in again and again
to. see my friends (including Heidi Johnson, originally
of the NW China Council) and visit the current art
exhibition, now an exquisite display of Neolithic
ceramics. I value the chance to take part in programs
of the National Committee on US-China Relations,
such as a luncheon at the Plaza Hotel with newly
appointed US Ambassador to China Joseph Prueher.
The Asia Society, which was one of the original
sponsors of the Northwest China Council, is also in
New York. I attended the premier of "The Cup," the
film on soccer in a Tibetan monastery in Bhutan,
directed by a Tibetan lama, who told us about his
passion for filmmaking. And, a few days ago, I heard
Orville Schell introduce his new book, VirtualTibet,
about the conflict between our image of Tjbet as
paradise and the reality.

New York has a China Book Club that is organized
through the Internet and meets every six weeks or so
in someone's apartment, where we share food and
our thoughts about a whole variety of books, such as
the rather shocking Taiwanese novel, Nofes of a
Desolate Man, and a collection of May 4 era short
stories and articles. Many of those attending work in
the China field, in business, education, or non-profits,
but even those not in the field seem to have had at
least some Chinese studies in their background, not
untypical of the participants in other audiences for
China programs in New York.

During the academic year, Columbia University's East
Asian Institute puts on free brown bag lunch programs
that focus on current affairs topics. l've heard a
delegation of China scholars report on their
observations of Taiwan's presidential election and
William Watts of the Potomac Institute speak on
American public opinion about Asia.

I have only begun to sample the permanent Chinese
art collection of the Metropolitan Museum, because
the special exhibitions are so frequent. A large show



of Chinese paintings collected by C. C. Wang included
a free day-long symposium, "lssues of Authenticity in
Chinese Art," which brought together the country's
best known art historians to debate whether a huge
landscape, "Riverbank," was a tare Song Dynasty
work or a forgery. But, I have enjoyed the first
Chinese garden built by Suzhou artisans in North
America in 1979, the indoor, skylit Astor Court, based
on the Garden of the Master of Fishing Nets.

lf you take the free ferry from Manhattan to Staten
lsland, you can visit the newest garden built by
Suzhou landscape architects, the one-acre Chinese
Scholar's Garden, which opened in June 1999 in
Snug Harbor and offers real solace from the bustle of
the big city.

But, perhaps what I like best about New York City is
Chinatown, which more than any other I've been to,
including San Francisco and Vancouver, BC, feels like
China, particularly South China, with the same smells,
sounds, intensity, and crowds. There is the very
active Museum of the Chinese in the Americas, which
has a photo of Portland's Leah Hing (an early Chinese
American woman pilot) in its permanent exhibit.
There is Pearl River, where I bought a Lion Dance
head and Chinese New Year decorations for the
China Council dinner, a store that was one of the
earliest importing goods from China. And, of course,
ones goes to Chinatown for the food-the restaurants,
grocery stores, and food stalls on the sidewalks where
produce costs about a half to a third of what you pay
uptown.

What else? | can't forget the Kunqu opera, Peony
Pavilion, which was performed in the full 20-hour
version at Lincoln Center last summer, nor the Dalai
Lama who gave a Buddhist sermon in Central Park
(which I heard standing up, looking at a huge video
screen, after walking with tens of thousands of other
people into the park to the sound of chanting monks).
And, this spring, I visited the New York Botanical
Garden in the Bronx where a hall of the Crystal
Palace-style conservatory was devoted to a display of
Chinese peonies, complete with pavilion, lake and
mandarin ducks. Finally, on the everyday level of
Chinese pleasures, New York City offers exceptional
convenience-home-del ivered Ch inese meals
(including dim sum) from decent Chinese restaurants;
delivery and pick up of Chinese videos; and on the
sidewalk or in Central Park, quick and expert tuina
massage, given to you as you sit in a special chair, to
relieve the stress that it is so easy to feel from
overdoing it in the Da Pingguo.

Board Member Fred Schneiter, whose book Getting
Along with the Chinese for Fun and Profitwas on
the Soufh China Morning Posf bestseller list for a
solid year and is currently in its 8th international
printing, is now writing an Asian cookbook based on
his 30 years in the Far East. Of the nearly 50 Asian
cookbooks on his shelves, he rates these, in random
order, as among the best for people interested in
Chinese cooking. The Encyclopedia of Asian Food
and Cooking and AII Asian Cookbook by Jacki
Passmore, Fragrant Harbor lasfe by Ken Hom,
Classic Chinese Cuisine by Nina Simonds, Ihe
Cooking of China by Emily Hahn and the editors of
Time-Life Books, Every Grain of Rice by Ellen
Blonder and Annabel Low, The Complete Asian
Cookbook by Charmaine Solomon, China Moon
Cookbook and The Modern Art of Chinese
Cooking by Barbara Tropp, and lhe Heritage of
Chinese Cooking by Elizabeth Chong.
Fred links reading and cooking - a great combination.

Author Nicole Mones writes: "Here are my personal
idiosyncratic favorites. l'm still a history buff at heart."
The House of Exile by Nora Wain, TheYears That
Were Fat by George Kates, Half of Man is Woman
by Zhang Xianlian, The Memory Palace of Matteo
Ricci by Jonathan Spence, ln Search of Old
Shanghai by Pan Ling, Family by Ba Jin, China
Wakes by Nicholas Kristof and SherylWuDunn, and
The Cambridge Encyclopedia of China.

Marcia's Chinese Reading List:
Over the past few months I have read a fairly chaotic
selection of books on China. Frequently one book
leads me to another. A recommendation by Marsh
Hieronimus (and loan of the book) put me on to The
Hermit of Peking: the Hidden Life of Sir Edmund
Backhouse, by H.R. Trevor-Roper. Backhouse turns
out to have been quite the con artist. This sent me to
another biography of another con artist, Bernard
Wasserstein's The Secret Lives of Trebitsch
Lincoln, a chameleon:first Jewish, then
Presbyterian, then Anglican, then to China where he
eventually turned himself into a Buddhist abbot with
assorted spying on the side. This also led to some
memoirs of early 20th century Beijing, although I
found Harold M.M. Acton's Memoirs of an Aesthete
(vol. 1) and R.F. Johnston's (he was the English tutor
to Puyi) Twilight in the Forbidden Cify heavy on
name dropping and gossip of the expatriate
community. I would have preferred more description
of the sights and smells of the city.
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I decided I needed to catch up on Jonathan Spence's
work. Even in his more scholady work he writes lively
prose that is fairly easy reading. (Unlike Lionel
Jensen in Manufacturing Confucianism : Chinese
Traditions & Universal Civilization which is some of
the most constipated academic prose in the history of
the English language.) The latest two are Mao
Zedong in the Penguin Lives series which in 180
small pages takes us from Mao's birth through death
at a somewhat breakneck speed but with a significant
amount of letters of Mao and recently available
materials from the former Soviet Union. Spence's lhe
Chan's Great Continent: China in Western Minds
surveys more than forty writers including those who
report about China to the West such as Marco Polo,
but also the Western authors who use their second-,
third- or fourth-hand impressions of China and the
Chinese to-criticize their own society such as Oliver
Goldsmith's The citizen of the world, or, letters from a
Chinese philosopher, residing in London, to his friends
in the east. The letters of missionary wives are
included as well as Mark Twin and Brett Harte when
they write about Chinese Americans in the 19th
century. The book, based on a lecture series he gave
at Yale, is pretty superficial, but enjoyable.

Another category of my reading has been books by
Peter Hopkirk. I started with The Great Game: the
Struggle for Empire which Rosario loaned me and
then went on to Like Hidden Fire: the PIot to Bring
Down the British Empire and then Setfing the East
Ablaze: Lenin's Dream of an Empire in Asia as well
as lrespassers on the Roof of the World: the
Secref Exploration of Tibet and Foreign Devils on
the Silk Road: the Search for the Lost Cities and
Treasures of Chinese Central Asra. The first three
are about the defense of India and exploration of the
places from which invasion might come (Persia,
Afghanistan, China) first from the Russians, then from
the Germans and Turks in WWI and then again from
the Russians. Since China and India are neighbors
there is quite a bit of material about Western China
and the politics of that border. The other two books
are about non-Han parts of China and western
attempts to explore and exploit them. All of Hopkirk's
books are good reads.

In the process of writing this piece I found (and put
holds on) four more books- Frank Chin's Bulletproof
Buddhists, Frank Ching's Ancestors, Tutor to the
Dragon Emperor, a recent biography of R.F.
Johnston and another Hopkirk Quesf for Kim. I do
not read many newspapers or magazines but am
addicted to Multnomah County Library's online catalog
Dyna which I have used extensively since I got my
first computer and modem in 1990. This is how my
reading list grows.
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